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Abstract
Correctly applying security settings of various different
applications is a time-consuming and in some cases a
very difficult task. Moreover, with explosion in cloud
computing popularity, cloud users are able to download
and run pre-packaged virtual appliances. Many users
may assume that these come with correct security settings and never bother to check or update these settings.
In this paper we propose an architecture that can automatically and transparently improve security settings
of arbitrary network applications in a cloud computing
setup. Users can deploy virtual machines with different applications, and our system will attempt to find and
test better security settings tailored towards their specific
setup. We call this approach “hot-hardening” since our
techniques are applied to running applications.
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Introduction

The proposed architecture improves cloud computing
security and aids cloud computing users. In our scenario, we assume a cloud computing provider that offers Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) to its customers
on which virtual machines (VMs) can be deployed by
each cloud customer who has full administrative privileges over this VM and who can install or modify arbitrary applications. An example for such a cloud provider
is the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)1 that provides different pre-packaged virtual instances for each
user who is willing to pay. Our work is inspired by the
Netflix Chaos Monkey project2 , where different VMs are
automatically and randomly shut down by autonomous
agents to test resiliency of a cloud environment. In our
architecture, however, we never shut down VMs.
Instead, we propose a Security Monkey which is an
autonomous agent running in a separate VM. A Security
Monkey randomly identifies other user-VMs and automatically attempts to improve their security settings –

and eventually the whole cloud environment would be
improved as a Security Monkey can periodically visit
and check all user-VMs. With the help of our architecture, the security of user-VMs will be improved as a Security Monkey will automatically work within the backend network of a cloud computing environment in order
to find user-VMs running applications of which the security settings are set too “low” and improve these settings.
In particular, automatically improving security configuration settings of known applications can be straightforward, because the meaning of the available settings are
known as well as their possible ranges and their effects
on the application. However, in this paper, we present
our ongoing work in building-up an architecture that can
automatically improve the configuration settings of arbitrary unknown applications. This goal introduces several
difficulties, first to identify if and which kind of configuration settings are actually available and what kind of
effect their modification has on the running application’s
characteristics.
Our proposed methods and techniques are generic,
which means the settings of unknown applications can
be improved and no previous knowledge about target applications is required. In our architecture, we only use
transparent techniques. Accordingly, the work-flow of a
target user-VM is not disrupted nor there is need to install
software components of our architecture on a user-VM.
Since the work-flow of the applications is not interrupted
and there is no need to terminate or shutdown any applications, we call our approach “hot-hardening”. To the
best of our knowledge, this work is the first approach
which tries to automatically improve security settings of
unknown running applications by leveraging virtualization technologies without the need for any user interaction.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents related work and Section 3 explains
our architecture. Section 4 evaluates the architecture,
Section 5 points out future work and Section 6 concludes.
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Related Work

are desirable. Al-Shaer et al. [1] presented a framework
for automatic testing of firewall configurations using policy and traffic generation to test successful deployment
of new rules.
In our architecture, we automatically identify potential
configuration settings of running applications.

In this chapter, we present related work in the field of
“hot-patching”, of analysis of applications during their
run-time and of Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI).

2.1

Hot-Patching
2.3

Hot-patching is the process of upgrading a running program by modifying its binary code while it executes.
This way, new functionality can be added to closedsource applications, software updates can be deployed
or security vulnerabilities can be fixed without rebooting. Hot-patching is very useful in order to reduce the
downtime in systems which require a high availability
but which need to be patched (e.g. important security
patches). Ramaswamy et al. [16] proposed to use Patch
Objects, a special encoding form for patches as ELF relocatable objects which can be applied more reliable. They
presented their techniques as an extension of the Application Binary Interface (ABI). Huang et al. [12] proposed
a hot-patching framework that autonomously patches the
binary code by learning the possible causes of failures
and they demonstrated the feasibility on Web-based applications. Payer et al. [13] described a hot-patching architecture by integrating dynamic patches with the help
of a virtualized sandbox based on dynamic binary translation. Their evaluation showed that their system can hotpatch 45 of 49 web server bugs while adding only a low
execution overhead.
In our work, we propose an approach which we call
“hot-hardening”. Instead of fixing binary code, we fix
configuration settings.

2.2

Virtual Machine Introspection

Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) is the technique of
locating and accessing the memory of a running VM
(usually a user-VM) from another isolated running VM
(usually an admin-VM) which is co-located on the same
hardware and which has required privileges to access
the hypervisor layer. VMI is transparent and does not
interrupt the work-flow of the target user-VM nor can
it be detected from there. VMI is especially of interest for security-related techniques, e.g. intrusion detection, since it offers the opportunity to built security
tools which are tamper-resistant ([10],[14],[4]). Fraser
et al. [9] developed self-repairing immunity architecture
running on an isolated VM that can rapidly restore processes in a user-VM which have been infected and modified by malware. Srivastava et al. [17] proposed an
tamper-resistant application layer firewall based on VMI
techniques.
Besides the advantages of VMI, there are also some
difficulties, like the need for precise knowledge about the
structure of the target software setup of the user-VM in
order to close the so called “semantic-gap” ([8],[7]). This
is required to know locations of useful information on the
target user-VM’s memory. Recently, there have been architectures proposed which do not only read the memory
of a co-resident user-VM but also write to specific locations. This way, for example processes can be implanted
into a user VM during run-time [11].
In our proposed architecture, we use fine-grained VMI
techniques to locate, read and write to potential configuration settings of running applications.

Run-time Security Analysis

Analyzing the security characteristics of applications
during run-time can become a costly task and proposed
techniques are usually semi-automated. Often, the proposed approaches intervene once an errors occurred.
Whitaker et al [19] proposed the Chronus tool, an architecture that automatically diagnoses configuration errors
and helps to find the point of failure. This is achieved by
searching across time for the point the system went into
a failed state with the help of a virtual machine. Rabkin
et al [15] proposed an architecture that uses static analysis in order to extract a list of configuration options for
a target program. Their analysis could find 95% of configuration options and infer a type for the most options,
however, their techniques only work on Java source code.
Xu et al. [20] built a tool called Spex which automatically
infers configuration requirements from software source
code in order to detect misconfiguration. Especially, automated adaptions of the settings of firewall applications
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Architecture of the Security Monkeys

As cloud computing deployments grow larger and lager,
we assume it will be unlikely that all VMs can be inspected and improved at once. We propose a Security
Monkey as being a movable VM having administrative
privileges and working on one user-VM after another.
The Security Monkey uses different techniques which
are introduced in this section and illustrated in Figure 1.
The Security Monkey can be live migrated [5] to a new
hardware node and this way relocated to a new pool of
user-VMs. Depending on the size of the cloud, a troop of
multiple Monkeys can run and improve the security settings of a continuously changing pool of arbitrary user2

curity characteristics with the help of accessing the clone
and executing test-runs. This strategy is continuously repeated until better settings could be found, VMI is finally
used to deploy the new configuration settings on the target running application on the original user-VM.

3.1

Assumptions

The proposed architecture can improve the settings of arbitrary and unknown applications. However, a few assumptions about an application App need to be made
which allow the functioning of our Security Monkeys:
• App is a running Linux process and its virtual memory space is located within a user-VM’s memory.

Figure 1: A Security Monkey working on a user-VM and
its clone using different transparent techniques.

• App maintains at least one open TCP or UDP port
for network communication with which a Security
Monkey can establish a connection.

VMs. Once a Security Monkey is migrated to a new node
it uses fine-grained transparent VMI techniques [6] on a
selected user-VM’s memory to discover the IP address
of the operating system, to detect running applications
and their virtual address ranges 1hand it scans for corre. Since we do not have any previsponding open ports 2h
ous knowledge about any of the applications, the used
approaches are fully generic. This enables a Security
Monkey to improve settings even of unknown applications.
A Security Monkey uses a Setting Discovery strategy
(Section 3.2) to identify available potential configuration
settings for each found application and tries to locate
these settings in the running application’s memory. In
this strategy, VMI and live forensic techniques 3hare used
in order to transparently investigate specific memory regions of the target application and transparently examine
disk sectors of corresponding target files on the raw storage of the user-VM.
Only if potential configuration settings could be identified and located, the Security Monkey triggers livecloning 4hof the user-VM [18] with on-the-fly memory
modifications. During the copy process of this procedure, the clone’s memory is modified so that it allows a
Security Monkey to log in 5has an administrator [3]. A
clone of the user-VM is required since actively changing
settings of an application running on the original userVM could lead to interruptions and crashes as well as it
would cause misleading entries in the log files. The storage of the user-VM is not cloned, in this case we rely on
a logical volume manager and only add a copy-on-write
virtual snapshot of the original storage to the clone.
In further steps, a Security Monkey uses a Setting Improvement strategy (Section 3.3) in which it applies VMI
techniques on the clone’s memory to set new well chosen
configuration settings for an application and to evaluate
if these new settings improved the target application’s se-

• App has at least one configuration file located on
the user-VM’s storage.
These assumptions are very generic and usually met by
arbitrary Linux applications which use networking.

3.2

The Setting Discovery Strategy

In this section we describe in detail how a Security Monkey can identify and locate configuration values of even
an unknown application on the original user-VM.
3.2.1

Identification of Potential Configuration Files

According to our assumptions, a configuration file
should exist on the user-VM’s storage for each application. Since we do not know which and even if configuration values for the application exists, and we also do
not know in which sectors the configuration file is stored
or how it is named, a Security Monkey needs to use a
generic strategy. To find files which are somehow related to the application, we can not use the application’s
open file descriptors, because configuration files are usually only read once during start-up. First, the Monkey
investigates the application’s memory regions in which
the executable (ELF) is stored as well as its allocated
heap and stack memory for short strings that appear to
be file names having a path. Subsequently, the Monkey
examines the user-VM’s raw storage with live forensics
techniques to verify which files do exist and to find other
files located under these paths. This way, the Monkey
creates a list of several existing files which are somehow
related to the application’s functionality. With the help
of a blacklist, the Monkey removes certain known files
(e.g. ’/etc/passwd’) from the list which finally results in
a list of potential configuration files.
3

3.2.2

Pattern Generation and Value Localization

In the next steps, the Security Monkey reads the corresponding sectors of each identified potential configuration file on the raw storage and analyzes the text-content
line-by-line. In multiple runs, it splits each line with different separators (e.g. tabs), removes blank content and
tries to convert each resulting token into an integer value.
If values could be found in the file, the Monkey combines them to a value union Un of n values because we
assume that an application’s configuration setting is usually stored in memory combined in a struct or the locations of these values are at least close-by.
Finally, identified values in each potential configuration file can also lead to a value union Un . In order to
locate a value union Un in the application’s memory, a
Monkey needs to generate patterns (regular expressions)
for each Un for which it can search. Based on experiments, we decided that a pattern needs to have at least
three values to be characteristic and at most seven values to ensure a search process being feasible. If Un has
less than three values, Un is discarded. If Un contains
more than seven values, the Monkey selects the seven
most characteristic values.
Since the Monkey does not know the order of Un in
memory and it can not be sure that Un occurs in the same
order like it occurred in the file, the Monkey needs to
n!
) combinations of patterns for each
generate ∑ni=3 ( (n−i)!
Un . This can result in a minimum of 6 and a maximum
of 13650 different patterns. Finally, the Monkey searches
for these patterns in the heap and the stack memory regions of the application using VMI.

Figure 2: A Security Monkey deploying settings to an
application running inside a cloned user-VM and analyzing the feedback after triggering.
A Security Monkey can retrieve measurements from
different points on the clone and interpret the feedback
in order to estimate the current security characteristics of
the unknown application to which new settings were set.
To take these measurements, the Monkey can actively
trigger the application on the network, on the system
level and it can also terminate and restart it. Depending
on the received feedback, a new value union for the next
test-run is selected. In particular, the Monkey selects new
values depending on the properties of the initially located
values (e.g. bigger differences for large initial values or
only powers of two for values which initially were powers of two). Most of the new settings will not increase the
measurement and some settings may cause the application to terminate or to crash. In these cases, the Security
Monkey deploys and tests other settings and it also maintains a dump of the clone for rapid recovery.
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3.3

The Setting Improvement Strategy

Evaluation

For an implementation, we used a modified the Xen hypervisor [2] which offered live migration [5] and live
cloning with account injection [3]. A Security Monkey
is an admin VM equipped with our Python scripts using
an introspection library3 and a forensic framework4 . In
an evaluation, we used a Quad CPU with 2.67GHz and
4GB memory and a user-VM with Ubuntu Linux 12.04
and 1024MB memory. We installed 8 popular Linux network applications on the user-VM.
In a first step, the Security Monkey analyzed the userVM and retrieves its IP address, a list of open ports and
information about all running network applications (8)
via VMI. On average (10 runs), this could be performed
in 5.4 ± 0.1s. In the next steps, each detected application
is analyzed in detail. Figure 3 shows the timings for the
Setting Discovery strategy applied on each application.
On average (10 runs), the Setting Discovery strategy
required 13 ± 5s for an application. Most of the time
was needed to find the allocated virtual address ranges
of the specific memory regions (ELF, heap, stack) and

In the most cases, an application has a configuration setting which is not necessarily the optimal setting for this
application, especially regarding to its security characteristics. In this section, we describe our ongoing work
in how a Security Monkey can automatically improve an
unknown application’s configuration setting once the potential values could be identified and located in the running application’s memory.
Since the Security Monkey does not know the meaning of the located configuration settings and if these settings are somehow related to security characteristics in
general, it executes multiple-test runs while it receives
feedback about the application’s characteristics in each
test-run (Figure 2). The Monkey repetitively replaces a
located value union with a new value union in the clone’s
memory via VMI 1hand actively triggers the running application 2hin order to receive and analyze the feedback
. The generated feedback is analyzed regarding to de3h
fined security measures.
4
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In order to test the feasibility of the automatic Setting
Improvement strategy, we first create a mechanism which
triggers a running application on the network with a lot of
new connections, sequenced and in parallel, which tries
to log-in with invalid and valid credentials (injected account) and which sends different amounts of data. The
Security Monkey uses this automatic mechanism to trigger an application on its port and to monitor the sent traffic of this application on the virtualized network. In our
test-runs, the Monkey analyzed how many TCP RST and
FIN flags are sent by the application and uses this information as feedback assuming a higher occurrence of
these flags is more restrictive and can be caused by the
application’s improved security characteristics.
Experiments showed that a Security Monkey can automatically improve the security characteristics of three
of the eight selected applications (37.5%) with the help
of this triggering mechanism and the analysis of the application’s feedback. These results are caused by the fact
that each of the identified values of these three applications included a value which was directly related to network restrictions (maximum login retries or maximum
connections in parallel). The effects of modifying these
values could be successfully detected by the Security
Monkey in the feedback.

locating target memory used in analysis
search for potential config files and values
generate patterns for value unions
search for patterns

15

10

5

0

wuftp openssh nginx citadel samba

cups

squid mysql

Figure 3: Timings required to analyze each application.
to retrieve the content. Finding potential configuration
files by searching for paths in the memory and locating
them on the raw storage required up to 5s. Extracting
value unions and generating patterns could be performed
in up to 1s, while searching for the patterns depends on
the memory content of the application and could take up
to 7s. Table 1 shows more results in detail.
For each application, multiple potential configuration
files could be automatically identified and in each case
the real configuration file was below them which finally
lead to the automatic identification of real configuration
values of the unknown applications and the generation of
useful patterns.

wuftp
openssh
nginx
citadel
samba
cups
squid
mysql

potential
configs
6
10
12
11
6
11
5
7

found values
(union(s))
3 (1)
6 (1)
7 (2)
5 (1)
4 (1)
5 (1)
7 (1)
5 (1)

patterns
6
1920
13650
300
48
300
13650
300
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Ongoing and Future Work

In future work, we want to improve our Setting Discovery strategy, first by performing a large-scaled analysis of configuration files in order to identify interesting classes of values and second, by including more different configuration setting types (e.g. also strings like
“md5” or “sha1”). In the Setting Improvement strategy,
we want to include more different triggering mechanisms
and measure and analyze feedback from multiple sources
(file and library usage, system calls). Additionally, we
want to show the feasibility of a fully automated Security
Monkey by using a combinatorial optimization algorithm
based on our techniques to find the optimal settings.

found at least
one pattern
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes

Table 1: Setting Discovery details for each application.
Finally, for 6 of the 8 applications, at least one of the
patterns could be located in the target application’s memory. Finding multiple patterns can be caused by falsepositives or the values being stored multiple times. Finding no patterns can have different reasons: the values can
be stored in other regions than the stack and the heap
(e.g. anonymously mapped regions), not stored (e.g.
swapped) or converted or combined to unknown values.
After identifying applications and locating their potential
configuration settings, live cloning of the user-VM could
be performed in 6.5 ± 0.2s on average while on-the-fly
memory modification (with account injection) caused an
additional overhead of 2.1 ± 0.6s (10 runs).
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Conclusion

In this paper, we showed our current work in exploring how security configuration settings of arbitrary and
unknown running applications can be automatically improved in a cloud computing setup. We call this approach
“hot-hardening” and propose a Security Monkey, which
is an agent running in a separate VM that operates transparently on identified applications by leveraging virtualization technologies and that uses our proposed Setting
Discovery and Setting Improvement strategy. In an evaluation, we showed the feasibility of our strategies.
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